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Abstract This paper presents a new joint optimization method for the design of sharp linear-phase finite-impulse response
(FIR) digital filters which are synthesized by using basic and multistage frequency-response-masking (FRM) techniques. The
method is based on a batch back-propagation neural network algorithm with a variable learning rate mode. We propose
the following two-step optimization technique in order to reduce the complexity. At the first step, an initial FRM filter is
designed by alternately optimizing the subfilters. At the second step, this solution is then used as a start-up solution to
further optimization. The further optimization problem is highly nonlinear with respect to the coefficients of all the subfilters.
Therefore, it is decomposed into several linear neural network optimization problems. Some examples from the literature are
given, and the results show that the proposed algorithm can design better FRM filters than several existing methods.

Keywords frequency-response masking, FIR digital filter, neural network, optimal design

1 Introduction

Digital signal processing techniques are being applied
to wireless communication systems, digital TVs, and
multimedia system, which have resulted in a demand
for narrow transition-width linear-phase finite-impulse
response (FIR) digital filters. One of the most effi-
cient approaches to synthesize narrow transition band
linear-phase FIR digital filters is the frequency-response
masking (FRM) technique. This approach produces fil-
ters with very sparse coefficient vectors and hence re-
duces the number of multipliers and adders required
for tremendous implementation compared with conven-
tional direct design methods. As a result, in many cases,
it has become preferable primarily because if consider-
ably reduces realization complexity compared with the
other options[1−3].

Several designs for FRM filters have been investi-
gated in the past, among which, the subfilters are op-
timized separately[4−8]. This produces only suboptimal
solutions, thereby very likely to lead to poor overall so-
lutions. Recently, several joint optimization methods
have been developed (see [9–16]). In [9–12], two genetic

algorithms, a second-order cone programming approach
and a two-step optimization technique are introduced,
respectively. These methods were proposed for simul-
taneously optimizing subfilters. The main difficulty is
that they need to minimize some objective functions,
which have a high degree of nonlinearity with respect
to the coefficients of the subfilters. In [13], Lu W S and
Hinamomoto T presented a semidefinite programming
(SDP) approach in which the set of FRM filter coeffi-
cients of all the subfilters is treated as a single design
vector, and an optimal FRM filter can be designed by
using a sequence of linear updates of the design vari-
ables. The SDP method is readily extended to mul-
tistage FRM filter design. However, a problem with
the method is the large number of constraints that in-
evitably affect design efficiency and, in the case of high-
order FRM filters, may cause numerical difficulties. In
[14–16], a weighted least squares (WLS) method is used
for designing linear-phase FRM filters. In [14], the orig-
inal least squares (LS) problem is decomposed into two
linear LS problems when designing basic structure of
FRM filters. In [15], the original LS problem is decom-
posed into four linear LS problems. In [16], the WLS
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method was used for designing multistage FRM filters.
The main advantage is that the highly WLS nonlinear
problem with respect to the coefficients of the subfilters
is decomposed into several linear LS problems.

This paper introduces a joint optimization method
for the design of linear-phase FIR digital filters using
the FRM technique. The method is based on a batch
back-propagation neural network algorithm (BBPNNA)
in which the highly nonlinear problem with respect to
the coefficients of the subfilters is decomposed into sev-
eral linear neural network optimization problems.

2 FRM Filter Structure and Frequency
Response

As can be seen in Fig.1, the linear-phase FIR filter
transfer function of the basic FRM structure is con-
structed as follows:

H(z) = Ha(zM )Hma(z)

+ [z−0.5M(Na−1) −Ha(zM )]Hmc(z), (1a)

where

Ha(z) =
Na−1∑
n=0

ha(n)z−n, (1b)

Hma(z) =
Nma−1∑

n=0

hma(n)z−n, (1c)

Hmc(z) =
Nmc−1∑

n=0

hmc(n)z−n. (1d)

The impulse response coefficients ha(n), hma(n), and
hmc(n) are symmetrical. If all subfilters have linear-
phase response with Nma and Nmc either both even or
both odd and (Na− 1)M even, then the FRM filter has
a linear-phase response.

Fig.1. Basic FRM filter structure.

The zero-phase frequency response of H(z) (the
group delay D = (Na − 1)M/2 + max{(Nma − 1)/2,
(Nmc − 1)/2} is omitted) can be expressed as

H(ω) = [aT
a ca(ω)][aT

macma(ω)− aT
mccmc(ω)]

+ aT
mccmc(ω)

=Ha(ω)[Hma(ω)−Hmc(ω)] + Hmc(ω),
(2a)

where

aa =





[ha((Na − 1)/2) 2ha((Na + 1)/2) · · ·
2ha(Na − 1)]T, if Na is odd;

2[ha(Na/2) · · · ha(Na − 1)]T, if Na is even;

(2b)

ca(ω) =





[1 cos(Mω) · · · cos[(Na − 1)Mω/2]]T,

if Na is odd;

[cos(Mω/2) · · · cos[(Na − 1)Mω/2]]T,

if Na is even;
(2c)

ama =





[hma((Nma − 1)/2) 2hma((Nma + 1)/2) · · ·
2hma(Nma − 1)]T, if Nma is odd;

2[hma(Nma/2) · · · hma(Nma − 1)]T,

if Nma is even;
(2d)

cma(ω) =





[1 cos ω · · · cos[(Nma − 1)ω/2]]T,

if Nma is odd;

[cos(ω/2) · · · cos[(Nma − 1)ω/2]]T,

if Nma is even;
(2e)

amc =





[hmc((Nmc − 1)/2) 2hmc((Nmc + 1)/2) · · ·
2hmc(Nmc − 1)]T, if Nmc is odd;

2[hmc(Nmc/2) · · · hmc(Nmc − 1)]T,

if Nmc is even;
(2f)

cmc(ω) =





[1 cos ω · · · cos[(Nmc − 1)ω/2]]T,

if Nmc is odd;

[cos(ω/2) · · · cos[(Nmc − 1)ω/2]]T,

if Nmc is even.

(2g)

Consider the design of a low-pass filter as an exam-
ple. Given M , the normalized passband edge ωp and the
stopband edge ωa, an initial design of subfilters Ha(z),
Hma(z), and Hmc(z) can be obtained using a standard
method, such as Remez, WLS, or the BPNN algorithm
as discussed in Section 3. The passband and stopband
edges for Ha(z), Hma(z), and Hmc(z) are determined as
follows[13].

1) For Ha(z), the passband edge θ and stopband edge
φ are given by either (3) or (4) depending on which set
of {θ, φ} satisfies 0 < θ < φ < π.

θ = ωpM − 2mπ; (3a)

φ = ωaM − 2mπ; (3b)

m = bωpM/2πc; (3c)
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θ = 2mπ − ωaM ; (4a)

φ = 2mπ − ωpM ; (4b)

m = dωaM/2πe; (4c)

where bxc denotes the largest integer less than x, and
dxe denotes the smallest integer larger than x.

2) If (3) is used to determine the values of θ and φ,
then the passband and stopband edges of Hma(z) are
given by (2mπ + θ)/M and [(2(m+1)π−φ]/M , respec-
tively, and the passband and stopband edges of Hmc(z)
are given by (2mπ − θ)/M and (2mπ + φ)/M , respec-
tively.

3) If (4) is used to determine the values of θ and φ,
then the passband and stopband edges of Hma(z) are
given by [(2(m−1)π +φ]/M and (2mπ− θ)/M , respec-
tively, and the passband and stopband edges of Hmc(z)
are given by (2mπ − φ)/M and (2mπ + θ)/M , respec-
tively.

3 Neural Network Design Approach

The optimization process is done on a dense grid of
frequencies ωl, where l = 1, 2, . . . , L. Using (2a), the
vector of H(ω) evaluated on the set of ωl, l = 1, . . . , L,
can be expressed as

H =(aT
a Ca). ∗ (aT

maCma − aT
mcCmc) + aT

mcCmc

=Ha. ∗ (Hma −Hmc) + Hmc, (5a)

where, “.∗” is matrix element group multiply operation
in MATLAB, i.e., A. ∗B = [AijBij ]N×M , and

Ca = [ca(ω1), ca(ω2), . . . , ca(ωL)]; (5b)

Cma = [cma(ω1), cma(ω2), . . . , cma(ωL)];
(5c)

Cmc = [cmc(ω1), cmc(ω2), . . . , cmc(ωL)].
(5d)

Define the error function

e = B. ∗W . ∗ (Md −H) (6)

where Md is the vector of desired responses evaluated
on ωl, l = 1, 2, . . . , L,B and W are the frequency
weighting function vectors which are defined in (25) and
(26), respectively. The optimization problem is to min-
imize the objective function

J =
1
2

L∑

l=0

e2(l) =
1
2
‖e‖22. (7)

3.1 Neural Network Algorithm

The main difficulty in minimizing the objective func-
tion (7) is its high degree of nonlinearity with respect

to the coefficients of the subfilters. By carefully exam-
ining of the objective function (7), it can be seen that
the coefficient set {aa, ama, amc} can be divided into
two subsets, namely {aa} and {ama,amc}. Each subset
contains the coefficients of one or two subfilters which
are connected in parallel. Consequently, the frequency-
response magnitude of the overall filter is linear with
respect to the coefficients of any one of these subsets.
For this, let us first define the following two neural net-
work linear optimization subproblems.

Problem (P1): the coefficients ama and amc of the
objective function (7) are taken as fixed. Let the cor-
responding new objective function (7) be denoted as
∈1 (aa, η|B,ama,amc), where η is the learning rate of
coefficient vector aa.

Problem (P2): the coefficients aa of the objec-
tive function (7) are taken as fixed. Let the cor-
responding new objective function (7) be denoted as
∈2 (ama,amc, η1|B,aa), where η1 is the learning rate of
coefficient vectors ama and amc.

Choosing a positive integer m, and a small positive
ε, the proposed neural network optimization process is
then described as follows.

Step 1) Initial Design: For a given set of M , Na,
Nma, Nmc, ωp and ωa, an initial design can be obtained
by using a simple standard method, such as Remez or
WLS or NN algorithm as discussed in this section. (In
this study, we use the NN algorithm to design these fil-
ters.) The coefficients of Ha(z), Hma(z) and Hmc(z) are
used to form the initial parameter vectors of aa, ama

and amc, respectively. Set the initial weighting func-
tion B0(ωl) = 1, l = 1, 2, . . . , L, and iteration number,
k = 0. Set i = 1.

Step 2) Minimize ∈1 (aa, η|Bk,ama(k),amc(k)) with
respect to the coefficients aa. Denote the optimal coef-
ficients obtained as aa(k).

Step 3) Minimize ∈2 (ama,amc, η1|Bk,aa(k)) with
respect to the coefficients ama and amc. Denote the
optimal coefficients obtained as ama(k) and amc(k). Set
i = i + 1. If i = m, go to Step 4); otherwise, go to Step
2).

Step 4) Calculate the objective function (7). If
J < ε, stop; otherwise, update weighting vector B. Set
k = k + 1, i = 1 and go to Step 2).

In the above, the values of learning rate η and η1 are
selected according to Theorems 1 and 2, respectively,
in Subsection 3.1.1, and weighting vector B is defined
in (27). In Step 4) of the above algorithm, weighting
vector B is updated by every m iteration. From our ex-
tensive simulations, we find that it is sufficient to choose
m to be between 3 and 5 (in all the following examples,
m is chosen to be 5).
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3.1.1 Neural Network Solutions to Problems (P1)
and (P2)

To solve Problem (P1), the coefficients ama and amc

of (5a) are taken as fixed, i.e., the magnitude response
vectors Hma and Hmc of subfilters Hma(z) and Hmc(z)
are also taken as fixed. According to this equation, we
establish a BBPNN model as shown in Fig.2. There,
three layers are considered: input, hidden, and output
lay. The frequency grid vector ω and the magnitude
response vectors Hma and Hmc are all considered as
the neural network input, and the weight of each input
neuron is 1. The activation function of the hidden neu-
ron is composed of all the elements of the cosine matrix
Ca, and the weight of the activation function matrix is
vector aT

a . The magnitude response vector H of the
overall filter H(z) is considered as the output of the
neural network. According to the steepest decent algo-
rithm, the coefficient vector aa is recursively updated
as follows.

aa(i+1) =aa(i) − η
∂J

∂aa(i)

=aa(i) + ηCa[W T. ∗BT. ∗ eT
i . ∗ (aT

maCma

− aT
mcCmc)T], (8)

where aa(i) is the value of aa for the i-th iteration, and
η > 0 is the learning rate. Define max(X) as the largest
element in matrix X. We can prove the convergence of
the neural network algorithm.

Fig.2. Neural network model.

Theorem 1. If the learning rate satisfies η <
2

µ2(max(B))2‖Ca‖2
, where µ = max{Hma,Hmc}, the

algorithm is convergent to its global minimum.
Proof. Define (7) as a Lyapunov function. From

(5a), we have

diag(Hi) = diag{(aT
a(i)Ca).∗

(aT
maCma − aT

mcCmc) + aT
mcCmc}

=Aa(i)(Ama −Amc) + Amc, (9a)

where diag(V ) means creating a diagonal matrix with
the elements of vector V on the main diagonal, and

Aa(i) = diag[aT
a(i)Ca] = diag(Ha(i)); (9b)

Ama = diag[aT
maCma] = diag(Hma); (9c)

Amc = diag[aT
mcCmc] = diag(Hmc). (9d)

Now define

B1 = diag(B); (10)

W 1 = diag(W ); (11)

then (8) can be rewritten as

∆aa(i) =aa(i+1) − aa(i)

= ηCaB1W 1(Ama −Amc)eT
i

= ηXae
T
i , (12)

where Xa = CaB1W 1(Ama −Amc). Then we have

∂e

∂aa(i)
= −Xa; (13)

∆ei = (∆aa(i))T
∂e

∂aa(i)
= −ηeiX

T
a Xa;

(14)

and then

∆Ji = ‖ei − ηeiX
T
a Xa‖2 − ‖ei‖2

6 ‖I − ηXT
a Xa‖2‖ei‖2 − ‖ei‖2

=(1− 2η‖XT
a Xa‖+ η2‖XT

a Xa‖2)‖ei‖2 − ‖ei‖2

= η‖ei‖2‖XT
a Xa‖ × (η‖XT

a Xa‖ − 2)

6 η‖ei‖2‖XT
a Xa‖[η(‖Xa‖2)− 2]. (15)

To simplify the above equation, we define µ =
max{Hma,Hmc}, and set max(W ) = 1. Since

‖Xa‖ = ‖CaB1W 1(Ama −Amc)‖
6 ‖B1‖‖W 1‖‖Ama −Amc‖‖Ca‖,

(16)

then

‖Xa‖ 6 µmax(B1)‖Ca‖ = µmax(B)‖Ca‖; (17)

∆Ji 6 η‖ei‖2‖XT
a Xa‖ × [ηµ2(max(B))2‖Ca‖2 − 2].

(18)

If
η <

2
µ2(max(B))2‖Ca‖2 , (19)

then
∆Ji 6 0, (20)

and if
∆Ji = 0, (21)

we have

ei = 0; (22a)

∆aa(i) = 0; (22b)

Ji = 0. (22c)
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Therefore, if η < 2

µ2(max(B))2‖Ca‖2
, the neural network

algorithm will converge asymptotically to its global
minimum. The theorem is proved. ¤

The theorem means that the network (8) is stable
and the energy function (7) will converge to its global
minimum as the coefficients ama and amc of (5a) are
taken as fixed.

Similarly, for Problem (P2), the coefficient aa of (5a)
is taken as fixed. A similar BBPNN model can also be
established. The coefficients ama and amc can be recur-
sively updated using

ama(i+1) =ama(i) + η1Cma(W T. ∗BT

. ∗ eT
i . ∗ [aT

a Ca]T); (23a)

amc(i+1) =amc(i) + η1Cmc(W T. ∗BT

. ∗ eT
i . ∗ [1− aT

a Ca]T); (23b)

where η1 > 0 is the learning rate. Define (7) as a new
Lyapunov function. We can also prove the following
convergence theorem.

Theorem 2. If the learning rate satisfies η <
2

ν2(max(B))2(‖Cma‖2+‖Cmc‖2)
, where ν = max(Ha), the

algorithm is convergent to its global minimum.
This means we can use (23) to obtain optimal coeffi-

cients ama and amc as the coefficient aa of (5a) is taken
as fixed.

3.1.2 Design Guidelines

We shall use the following design guidelines to illus-
trate our technique.

1) Desired Frequency Response and Weighting Func-
tion W : Consider the case of designing a lowpass FRM
filter where each delay in Ha(z) is replaced with M de-
lays. The passband edge and stopband edge are ωp and
ωa, respectively. The desired response Md(ωl) in this
case is

Md(ωl) =
{

1, for 0 6 ωl 6 ωp;

0, for ωa 6 ωl 6 π.
(24)

The weighting function is

W (ωl) =
{

1, for 0 6 ωl 6 ωp;

δp/δs, for ωa 6 ωl 6 π;
(25)

where δp and δs are the desired passband and stopband
ripples, respectively.

2) Weighting Function B: Set initial weighting func-
tion B as

B(ωl) =
{

1, for 0 6 ωl 6 ωp;

1, for ωa 6 ωl 6 π.
(26)

To design equiripple or quasi-equiripple FIR filters, the
weighting function B(ωl) needs to be updated as the

following (also see [14]):

Bk+1(ωl) = Bk(ωl)
|W (ωl)(Md(ωl)−Hk(ωl))|∑

l |ek(ωl)| . (27)

In order for Bk+1(ωl) to avoid getting too close to
zero, it is necessary to be specified a lower bound, r.
Our extensive numerical experience indicates that, for
numerical stability, r should be close to 0.001.

3) Placement of Grid Points: Dense grid points are
obtained in [0, ωp]∪ [ωa, π]. Our designing has indicated
that relatively denser grid points should be placed in the
regions near the band edges in both passband and stop-
band so as to avoid unnecessarily using a large number
of total grid points. The general practice is to have M
times denser grid points in the frequency closer to the
bandedge than that of the others, where M is the num-
ber of zeros inserted in between two adjacent coefficients
in FRM. For multiple-stage FRM techniques, the grid
frequency will be M1 ×M2 × · · · times accordingly.

3.2 Design Example

Example 1. The design is a linear-phase low-pass
FRM filter with the same design parameters as the first
example in [4, 11, 13], i.e., ωp = 0.6π, ωa = 0.61π,
Na = 45, Nma = 41, Nmc = 33, and M = 9. Set
δp/δs = 1.1, L = 900. After 1500 training iterations
(the computer used 8.9 seconds on a CPU of Pentium4),
the algorithm converges to an FRM filter with the am-
plitude responses of its sub-filters Ha(zM ), Hma(z), and
Hmc(z) shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively, and
the amplitude response of the FRM filter and its pass-
band ripples shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), respectively.
The maximum passband ripple is found to be 0.0583dB
and the minimum stopband attenuation is 42.64dB. In
[4, 11], the passband ripple and stopband attenuation
are 0.0896dB and 40.96dB, respectively whereas those
in [13] are 0.0674dB and 42.25dB, respectively.

Example 2. This is a linear-phase low-pass FRM fil-
ter with the same design parameters as the first example
in [12–14], i.e., ωp = 0.4π, ωa = 0.402π, and M = 21.
Set Na = 99, Nma = 71, Nmc = 87. Define δp/δs = 10,
L = 1900. After 3000 training iterations, the algorithm
converges to an FRM filter with the amplitude re-
sponses of its subfilters Ha(zM ), Hma(z), and Hmc(z)
shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively, and the
amplitude response of the FRM filter and its passband
ripples shown in Figs.4(c) and 4(d), respectively. The
maximum passband ripple is found to be 0.0665dB and
the minimum stopband attenuation 61.64dB, and the
group delay D = 1072. For the purpose of comparison,
in [12–4], Na = 123, Nma = 56, Nmc = 78, and the
passband ripple and stopband attenuation of the design
in [12, 14] are 0.0864dB and 60dB, respectively, and in
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Fig.3. Amplitude responses. (a) Prototype filter Ha(z9). (b) Masking filters Hma(z) and Hmc(z). (c) FRM filter. (d) Passband ripples

of the FRM filter.

Fig.4. Amplitude responses. (a) Prototype filter Ha(z21). (b) Masking filters Hma(z) and Hmc(z). (c) FRM filter. (d) Passband ripples

of the FRM filter.

[13] are 0.0855dB and 60.93dB, respectively, and the
group delays are D = 1319.5 in [12–14]. Therefore,
our proposed approach offers better performance than
the proposed two-step design approach in [12], the SDP
method in [13] and the WLS method in [14].

4 Multistage FRM Filter Design

4.1 Design Approach

The algorithm in Section 3 also applies to multistage

FRM filters. For the sake of notation simplicity, in
what follows we focus our attention on the two-stage
case shown in Fig.5. The proposed approach can be
extended for the design of FRM filters with more than
two stages.

Since the subfilters involved have linear phase re-
sponses, they will be treated as zero-phase filters and
the frequency response of the two-stage FRM filter can
be expressed as
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H = H(1)
a . ∗ (aT

1maC1ma − aT
1mcC1mc) + aT

1mcC1mc,
(28a)

where

H(1)
a =(aT

2aC2a). ∗ (aT
2maC2ma − aT

2mcC2mc)

+ aT
2mcC2mc. (28b)

The vectors a2a, ajma and ajmc (j = 1, 2) in (28) are
the coefficient vectors for filters H

(2)
a (z), H

(j)
ma(z) and

H
(j)
mc(z), respectively, and are defined in a way similar

to vectors aa, ama and amc in (2), respectively. The co-
sine matrixes for the first-stage masking filters, namely
C1ma and C1mc, are defined in the same way as Cma

and Cmc in (5) and (2); and the cosine matrixes for the
second-stage subfilters, i.e., C2a, C2ma and C2mc are
defined in a way similar to Ca, Cma and Cmc in (5)
and (2) except that each ω is replaced with Mω. The
group delay of the FRM filter is given in [13]

D =
(N2a − 1)M2

2
+ d2M + d1, (29)

where N2a is the length of H
(2)
a (z) and dj =

max{(Njma − 1)/2, (Njmc − 1)/2} for j = 1, 2 with
Njma and Njmc being the lengths of the masking fil-
ters H

(j)
ma(z) and H

(j)
mc(z), respectively. Define new error

function e and objective function J in a way similar
to (6) and (7), respectively. By examination of the ob-
jective function (7), it can be seen that the coefficient
set {a2a, a2ma, a2mc, a1ma, a1mc} can be divided into
three subsets, namely {a2a}, {a2ma, a2mc} and {a1ma,
a1mc}. Each subset also contains the coefficients of one
or two subfilters which are connected in parallel. Conse-
quently, the frequency-response magnitude of the over-
all filter is linear with respect to the coefficients of any
one of these subsets. For this, we first define the follow-
ing three neural network linear optimization subprob-
lems.

Problems (P1), (P2) and (P3): the coefficient sets
{a2ma, a2mc, a1ma, a1mc}, {a2a, a1ma, a1mc} and {a2a,
a2ma, a2mc} of the new objective function (7) are taken

as fixed as Problems (P1), (P2) and (P3), respectively.
The corresponding objective function (7) for Problems
(P1), (P2) and (P3) are denoted by

∈1 (a2a, η|B,a2ma,a2mc,a1ma,a1mc);

∈2 (a2ma,a2mc, η1|B,a2a,a1ma,a1mc);

∈3 (a1ma,amc, η2|B,a2a,a2ma,a2mc);

respectively, where η, η1 and η2 are the learning rates of
a2a, a2ma and a2mc, and a1ma and a1mc, respectively.

Choose a positive integer m, and a small positive ε.
The proposed neural network optimization process is
then described as follows.

Step 1) Initial Design: Use parameters M , N1ma,
N1mc, ωp and ωa to obtain an initial design of H

(1)
ma(z)

and H
(1)
mc (z). Use parameters M , ωp and ωa to obtain

the values of θ and φ as the passband and stopband
edges for H

(1)
a (z). Let ω̂p = θ and ω̂a = φ. Use pa-

rameters M , N2a, N2ma, N2mc, ω̂p and ω̂a to obtain an
initial design of H

(2)
a (z), H

(2)
ma(z) and H

(2)
mc (z). The co-

efficients of subfilters H
(2)
a (z), H

(2)
ma(z), H

(2)
mc (z), H

(1)
ma(z)

and H
(1)
mc (z) are now used to form the initial parame-

ter vectors of a2a, a2ma, a2mc, a1ma and a1mc, respec-
tively. Set the initial weighting function B0(ωl) = 1,
l = 1, 2, . . . , L, and iteration number, k = 0. Set i = 1.

Step 2) Minimize ∈1 (a2a, η|Bk,a2ma(k),a2mc(k),
a1ma(k), a2mc(k)) with respect to the coefficients a2a.
Denote the optimal coefficients obtained as a2a(k).

Step 3) Minimize ∈2 (a2ma,a2mc, η1|Bk,a2a(k),
a1ma(k), a1mc(k)) with respect to the coefficients a2ma

and a2mc. Denote the optimal coefficients obtained as
a2ma(k) and a2mc(k).

Step 4) Minimize ∈3 (a1ma,a1mc, η2|Bk, a2a(k),
a2ma(k),a2mc(k)) with respect to the coefficients a1ma

and a1mc. Denote the optimal coefficients obtained as
a1ma(k) and a1mc(k). Set i = i + 1. If i = m, go to Step
5); otherwise, go to Step 2).

Step 5) Calculate the objective function (7). If
J < ε, stop; otherwise, update weighting vector B. Set
k = k + 1, i = 1 and go to Step 2).

Fig.5. Two-stage FRM filter structure.
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Similar to designing basic FRM filters, for solving
Problems (P1), (P2) and (P3), according to (28), we
can establish three corresponding linear BBPNN mo-
dels, which are similar to that in Fig.2, respectively.
Then the values of learning rate η, η1 and η2 can be
determined by using corresponding convergence theo-
rems which can be presented similar to Theorem 1 or
2, and weighting vector B is also defined in (27). Con-
sequently, for Problems (P1), (P2) and (P3), a2a, a2ma

and a2mc, and a1ma and a1mc are updated according to
(30)∼(32), respectively.

a2a(i+1) =a2a(i) + ηC2a(W T. ∗BT. ∗ eT
i

. ∗ zT
1 . ∗ zT

2 ); (30)

a2ma(i+1) =a2ma(i) + η1C2ma(W T. ∗BT. ∗ eT
i

. ∗ zT
1 . ∗ zT

3 ); (31a)

a2mc(i+1) =a2mc(i) + η1C2mc[W T. ∗BT. ∗ eT
i

. ∗ zT
1 . ∗ (1− z3)T]; (31b)

a1ma(i+1) =a1ma(i) + η2C1ma(W T. ∗BT

. ∗ eT
i . ∗ zT); (32a)

a1mc(i+1) =a1mc(i) + η2C1mc[W T. ∗BT

. ∗ eT
i . ∗ (1− z)T]; (32b)

where

z1 = aT
1maCma − aT

1mcC1mc; (33a)

z2 = aT
2maC2ma − aT

2mcC2mc; (33b)

z3 = aT
2aC2a; (33c)

z = z2. ∗ z3 + aT
2mcC2mc. (33d)

4.2 Design Example

Example 3. For illustration purpose, we applied the
optimization approach to design a two-stage FRM filter
with the same design parameters as the 3rd example in
[13], i.e., ωp = 0.6π, ωa = 0.61π, N2a = 27, N2ma = 13,
N2mc = 27, N1ma = 15, N1mc = 23, and M = 4. Set
δp/δs = 1 and L = 900. It takes 2800 training iter-
ations (the computation cost 15.4 seconds on a CPU
of Pentium4) to converge. The amplitude responses of
the various subfilters are shown in Fig.6. The maxi-
mum passband ripple is found to be 0.0300dB and the
minimum stopband attenuation is 49.04dB. In [13], the
passband ripple and stopband attenuation are 0.0320dB
and 48.77dB, respectively. Finally, we remark that al-
though the design resulted in a slightly more economical
FRM filter compared to the one in Example 1, the two-
stage filter offers better performance in both passband
and stopband as is evident in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f). Nev-
ertheless, the performance gain is achieved at the cost
of an increased group delay D = 271 compared to the
group delay D = 218 for the filter in Example 1.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a two-step optimization technique has
been proposed for the design of the basic and multistage
FRM based linear-phase FIR digital filters. An initial
FRM filter is generated at first step by alternately opti-
mizing the subfilters with the aid of a simple standard
algorithm. At the second step, this solution is then used
as a start-up solution for further optimization, in which

Fig.6. Amplitude responses. (a) Prototype filter H
(2)
a (z16). (b) Masking filters H

(2)
ma(z4) and H

(2)
mc (z4). (c) “Prototype” filter H

(1)
a (z4).

(d) Masking filters H
(1)
ma(z) and H

(1)
mc (z). (e) FRM filter. (f) Passband ripples of the FRM filter.
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the high degree nonlinear optimal problem is decom-
posed into several linear neural network optimal prob-
lems. For each linear optimal problem, a new vary-
ing learning rate BBPNN approach is taken. Some ex-
amples taken from the literatures have shown that the
proposed algorithm can design better FRM filters than
several existing methods.
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